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ABSTRACT
Electricity distribution networks face lots of challenges within the next decade. The structure
and topology of the networks stem mostly from the early days of the electricity distribution
even from 50s. The changes in the society around the distribution network have been
significant. The requirements of the supply security have been tightened and the loads have
been increased. The optimal line route would likely be different if the networks were
constructed now, which causes challenges in network renovation. The paper considers the
changes in the rural area network topology and grounds decision-making in the strategic
planning mostly from the perspective of medium-voltage network. Before large–scale
network renovation it has to be discussed in the strategic planning; what is the role of existing
topology and network structure? For instance, should old overhead branch lines be replaced
by underground cables or is it enough to change the poles. Other significant issues from the
topology point of view are the importance of disconnectors and reserve power solutions in
future network.

1

INTRODUCTION

Electricity networks face a remarkable challenge in the near future that is a consequence of
great demand of network renovation and requirements in supply security. A significant part of
the networks have been constructed several decades ago [1]–[3], for instance, in Finland in
the 60s and 70s, which means that those networks are now at the end of the life cycle, and
thus, they have to be renovated so that the supply security will not decrease. An example of
ageing network is presented in Figure 1 that illustrates the age structure of the wood poles of
20 kV network in a Finnish distribution company. This provides a great opportunity to
contemplate the structure of the network again and even carry out extensive changes in the
network structure, if operational environment allows this kind of modification. It can be fairly
difficult to renew old structures in the urban areas where town planning steers the
construction. However, in rural areas it is easier to take this viewpoint into account.
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Figure 1. Age distribution of wood poles in a Finnish distribution network.
In the network, old line structures and locations are challenging, especially branch lines may
need reassessment [1]. In addition, the consideration of the need of primary substations has to
be carried out. Topology of the networks stems from the early days of the electricity
distribution. In several areas loads and the needs have changed significantly, which indicates
that the original network structure is not necessarily the best solution for the coming years.
The construction of the networks is carried out fast in the early days of electricity distribution
with a view to bring electricity available for the citizens. This can be observed in the line
structures and also in the minimisation of construction costs. Especially rural area networks
have been built with the lowest construction costs that have led to network structures that
include lots of forested lines. Another typical feature for the old networks is the great amount
of branch lines, which can result from the later construction date but also from the lowest cost
principle. The abundance of branches should be decreased because in several cases they are
the most vulnerable part of the medium-voltage (MV) network to faults.
Reliability of the distribution system plays a key role in the consideration of electricity
distribution [1]–[6]. Maximisation of reliability leads to increasing power system construction
costs that is not an optimal solution. Optimal system reliability is a function of system costs
and customer outage costs. Figure 2 presents the dependence of customer outage costs,
network construction costs and total costs on system reliability. Outage costs describe the
harm of interruptions in monetary value. What higher reliability the higher construction costs
and lower customer outage costs. On the other hand, with lower construction costs we get
lower reliability level and also higher outage costs. General requirements of reliability have
tightened within last decades that can be observed in the rising of outage unit costs. It means
that the same amount customer outage costs (COCs) are caused by fewer interruptions. As a
consequence of outage unit cost change, the minimum of total costs is changed.
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Figure 2. Cost curves as function of system reliability.
Reliability is generally measured by average indices such as System Average Interruption
Frequency Index (SAIFI) and System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI) [7]. As
the names of the indices indicate the purpose is to report the average performance of the
system. However, the system includes sections that perform differently. In some sections,
duration of interruptions can be 45 minutes per year and in the other sections 5 hours per year,
and thus, the customers can be unequal. Because of the importance of electricity, in Finland, it
has been developed reliability criteria to ensure the supply availability in all parts of the
distribution networks. Finnish reliability criteria have been published in 2010 [8]. It
determines the allowed durations for interruptions in three categories: city, urban and rural.
The target level in rural areas has set to 6 hours. At now it is more like a recommendation to
develop the network so that it fulfils the criteria, but in the future it can be a part of regulation.
For this approach we have to get other reliability meters that assess the performance of the
network sections more individually and also assess, how often the time limits are violated. A
solution to this is to use stochastic evaluation method that utilises Monte Carlo method to
form the artificial interruption statistics [9], [10].
Often, network planning is based on future network scenario consideration [11], [12], where
the target network has been modelled for a clean table, for instance, by defining places of
substations, line routes and transformers. Mixed integer programming is widely used method
to solve this kind of problems [13], [14]. However, taking the present network into
consideration this approach contains a problem in the transition from the present to new
network because time scale has to be included into network analyses and therefore mixed
integer programming cannot be used to consideration of whole network. Now the function
of total costs can be written as a minimisation function over the consideration period as
follows:
T

min Z $ " C CAP (t ) # C OPEX (t ) # C COC (t ) !dt ,

(1)

0

where T is lifetime of considered network, t is a moment during the lifetime, CCAP is the
capital costs of the network, COPEX is the operational costs of the network and CCOC is
customer outage costs of the network.
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2

RESEARCH OBJECTIVE

Objective of the paper is to bring out methods to evaluate possible changes in the electricity
distribution network topology, especially in rural area networks. The consideration consists of
evaluation of traditional overhead line networks, transition to underground cable networks,
placing of fault separation devices, renovation or removal of branch lines and study of effects
of considered development actions on reliability level of the networks.

3

LINE RENOVATION

The paper considers transition to future networks and how the topology of the network
changes during the renovation. The consideration consists of several subtasks that are related
to branch lines, transfer of line to new line routes, automation and disconnectors and earth
fault current compensation. Does the network contain branch lines after the renovation, are
the whole the network cabled underground, do the lines also locate elsewhere than in the
roadside, do there still stay bare overhead lines or should they be replaced by aerial cables?
As we can see the selection of network development structures is wide in the current
operational environment.
Renovation of distribution system provides a great opportunity to improve reliability of the
distribution. Attitudes against the supply security have changed within last decades at the
same time when electricity is integrated into all functions of modern society. This opens
possibilities also to more expensive technologies such as underground cabling and also in
some cases to new primary substations (high-voltage to medium-voltage, HV/MV). The
benefits from new additional primary substation are shorter feeder lengths, smaller protection
zones, reducing of line losses and improved electricity supply security to customers. In
addition, network technologies that usually provide better reliability compared with bare
overhead MV lines and could be used in modern distribution are construction of overhead
lines with covered conductors, 1000 V low-voltage (LV) system [15], [16], and maybe using
of direct current (DC) in the distribution system [17], for instance implementing it in
replacing of branch lines. Nevertheless, in addition to line structures, network automation can
often be used to improve reliability. Installation of network reclosers provides significant
improvement in reliability, especially networks that consist of overhead lines [18]. However,
the improvement is restricted to the areas that locate in front of the reclosers. Increasing of
disconnectors enables to cut the network into small sections that are easier to operate under
serious fault situation, and thus quicken restoration of electricity. Other components that can
be utilised to improve reliability of the supply are, for instance, fault indicators and reserve
power generators.
3.1

Transition to future networks

Typically, in rural areas, lines are constructed to middle of the forests and far away from the
roadsides. This causes challenges for the renovation process, because the old network does
not meet today’s requirements. Nowadays the network topology would be different because
of several issues such as reliability, changes in the loads of customers and piecewise built
network. An example of old networks is the big number of branch lines that also is a result of
piecewise network construction. Branch lines play important role in reliability of the network,
because of the faulting vulnerability. The share of the branches can be even several dozens of
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percentages of the total MV line length that is a significant amount. Often a manually
controlled disconnector is placed to the beginning of the branch line, which can be used to
separate faulted branch from trunk line that facilitates to reduce the harm caused by fault
occurring in the branch line.
A solution to the difficulties caused by old fashioned networks is transition of the lines to
roadsides in the cases where it is possible. This reduces interruptions, speeds up repair of the
faults, facilitates the maintenance and in the best case even reduces the total line length of the
network. However, restructuring of the network may cause a need to renovate LV networks at
the same time, because the new MV network does not provide the supplying of the old LV
networks. Nevertheless, this sets many requirements for the renovation process and
emphasises the importance of careful planning process. Figure 3 illustrates an example of
today’s rural MV distribution network and a scheme for the future network. It can be
observed that in the present network significant part of substations is located to the branch
lines and the protection philosophy can be seen from the disconnector placement that is often
located to crossroads of the lines.
Present network before renovation

Target!network after renovation
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Remote controlled
disconnector

Reserve
power

Normally open
point

Branch lines

Reserve
power

110/20!kV!
primary
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110/20!kV!
primary
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Reserve
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Figure 3. Typical 20 kV topology in present rural area networks in Finland and a target
network in the future for the same feeder.
In the future, reliability and cost efficiency of the networks should be improved. One option is
to cut the total line length that can be carried out by decreasing the number of branch lines.
Also, the line routes can be transferred to roadsides. A target network in Figure 3 presents a
possible network topology for the feeder where lines are mainly transferred to the roadsides
and at the same time number of branches is decreased significantly. It can be observed that the
shape of the target network looks mostly same than in the present situation, but nevertheless
the amount of branches is decreased by 30%. However, the number of branch lines remains
considerable and securing of the supply to the customers at the end of branch lines may need
also additional actions such as using of reserve power generators. The line length decreases 6
% if the network is built into form of the target network. This supports the fact that the
network is not optimal for today’s needs. Nevertheless, the transition from the present to the
target in the future is not obvious because the changes in the network can partly be
significant. Sometimes, new line route should be placed totally different than the old one was
and therefore the network should be constructed as an entity. Often this can be difficult,
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because the age of line sections in the present network varies considerably that leads into
situation where young network parts have to be removed before the end of techno-economic
lifetime that decreases benefits of renovation.

4

SOLUTIONS TO REDUCE INCONVENIENCE CAUSED BY FAULTS

Construction of more reliable lines reduces interruptions and facilitates the control of the
system. However, if the system includes often long branches it is not enough to transfer the
line routes. In these situations improving of supply restoration can be improved by
constructing new lines that loop the old radial system or branch lines. Nevertheless, the
construction of new loop connections is not always possible. If the restoration of power
cannot be guaranteed in reasonable time, different reserve power arrangements can be used
such as reserve power generators or cables. They can be relatively cheap insurance to provide
electricity during problematic interruption. Figure 4 illustrates the price of reserve power
generator. The price is approximately 200 €/kVA when size of aggregate is more than 100
kVA [19].
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Figure 4. Price curve of reserve power generators. [19]

4.1
Disconnector placing schemes
Disconnector placing is one of the key elements in the network strategies. They form a ground
for fault management. Depending on the strategy the placing policy may have different
options. In the overhead line network the disconnector density can be lower compared with
underground cable network. A partial reason to this comes from the repair times. It is easier to
repair overhead lines that support the lower disconnector density whereas underground cables
are difficult to repair and the repair process is always time consuming, which indicates that
the faulted cable should be separated from the healthy network so that electricity supply can
be restored to all customers. However, the importance of disconnectors is not minor in
overhead line networks. Despite of short repair times, fault rates are quite high in the
overhead line networks that rise the annual duration of interruptions, which increases the need
of disconnectors.
Disconnectors can be placed various ways. For instance, there are alternatives to install them
before substation and after substation, to the beginning of a branch line, to important crossroads and also to places that are easy to reach with a mobilised vehicle. Figure 5 illustrates
some disconnector placing schemes in the MV network.
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Figure 5. Different disconnector placing scheme.

Best fault separation can be achieved when the disconnectors are installed before and after
substations, to the beginning of the branch lines and before and after the crossroads of the
branch lines. This allows to disconnect every distribution line from the network and to restore
supply without long interruption utilising back-up supplies excluding long lateral line sections
that do not have back-up supply. In these situations, it would be good to repair the faulted line
quickly or to replace it with temporary back-up line, if sufficient reserve power aggregates are
not available.
A scheme, where a disconnector is placed before or after each substation, is nearly the
minimum requirement for the underground network. It guarantees that the maximum number
of interrupted substations is limited to one except the branch lines that may have several
substations. Thus, reserve power arrangements are easier to manage, if the interrupted area
remains small.
Present disconnector situation varies a lot depending on distribution system operator’s policy,
criticality of the feeder and line length of the feeder. In the rural networks the placing of
disconnectors is usually implemented so that the disconnectors are placed first to cross-roads
of the lines, then evenly to trunk lines and also to the beginning of branch lines. This
approach does not cut the network into small sections that restricts fault separation, but it is
good enough in the prevailing network that contains mostly overhead lines.

4.2

Circuit reclosers

Reclosers are important players in network development strategies in electricity distribution
networks. They provide a chance to improve reliability, especially in overhead line networks
without changes in network structure. In the best cases single recloser can decrease the
average number of interruptions with more than 30% [18]. However, despite the improvement
in average reliability, the performance of the network does not necessarily change from the
perspective of single end-user that locates behind the recloser.
The placing of a recloser is an optimisation task where the benefits are compared with the
costs [18], [20]. Often the optimal place in the medium-voltage distribution feeder is after
load centres, when great number of customers before the recloser can be protected against
faults occurring in the rest part of the feeder. For instance, if the distribution network of an
urban area is cabled and the feeder extends after the urban area to rural areas with overhead
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lines, the connection point between the environments is a good place for a recloser. Hence,
the good security of supply is guaranteed for the urban area customers by the recloser.

4.3

Improving supply security of branch lines

Overhead line branches play a key role in the network topology in the network renovation.
Especially in rural areas they can be even 50% of the total line length. Typically reliability of
the branches is lower than average that causes trouble to customers at the end of branches. In
a fault situation it may be difficult to restore electricity to branches because of lack of backups. These cases can be handled if fault location is managed well and thereby the repair
process is completed fast or the absolute amount of faults is decreased. Problems in fault
repair process or features that make them longer cause a demand to reduce the number of
branch lines or fault events; one way or another. Utilisation of 1000 V distribution system is a
solution to this as well as underground cabling in general and looping of the branches.

4.3.1
Utilisation of 1000 V distribution
From the viewpoint of 20 kV medium-voltage network the faults in 1000 V network do not
effect on the MV supply. Thus, this is an option to form smaller protection zones.
Implementation of 1000 V low-voltage system in the network brings new technical
boundaries in the planning that has to be taken into account. For instance, the importance of
losses and voltage drop grow. However, lower voltage level provides cheaper installation
costs also for the underground cabling that, thus, make it easier to improve reliability of the
network using 1000 V system. This means significantly lower outage costs and also better
supply security for the system that includes 1000 V network sections [15], [16].

4.3.2
Looping of branch lines
In the network planning it can be considered the existing network structure and topology. In
some cases it can be reasonable to renew the whole topology when line locations also change.
This provides a chance to remove single branches from the network by constructing the new
line straight from substation to another substation so that all substations are connected to
trunk line. Often load points locates near driveways, and thus the new line routes next to
roadsides improves reliability of network and in the best case the total line length can be
reduced that also decrease the capital costs of the network. This arrangement may need some
new loop connections, but it increases reliability of the network.
A special case of the branch line removal is the installation of underground cables so that old
branch line is replaced with two new cables and this way connected to part of the trunk line.
Figure 6 illustrates a comparison of replacing of a branch line by underground cable with this
two cable method and radial one way cable method to the old line path utilising ring main unit
(RMU) in the crossroad of the trunk line and branch line. It can be observed that short branch
lines are profitable to be renovated so that the substation at the end of branch is connected to
trunk line. The marginal distance depends on the cost parameters of ploughing, RMU and
cross-section of cables. The distance varies from 200 meter to 100 meter with the used
parameters ploughing 5000€/km and RMU 5000€. In some cases it can be possible to
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excavate a trench to a substation and avoid the use of RMU laying two cables into trench, but
this is not the optimal method from the viewpoint of reliability because now both cables are
vulnerable to faults caused by external factors such as excavator.

Length of branchline [m]

220
Marginal cost of using RMU
200
180
160

Profitable to use plowing
and RMU unit

Without!RMU

Branch!line!+!
RMU

140
120
100

Profitable to plow cable into
both directions
35 mm2

70 mm2

95 mm2

120 mm2

150 mm2

185 mm2

240 mm2

Cross section of cable

Figure 6. Marginal cost curve for cross-sections of medium-voltage cables. Below the curve it
is profitable to remove the branch line by constructing the trunk line to the substation and,
hence, to continue the construction of trunk line further. Above the curve it is profitable to
construct branch line as it has carried out before with the radial method. It is needed to use
ring main unit (RMU) with underground cable that raises the costs. Costs of line losses are
not included.

5

CASE STUDY IN FINNISH DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

In the case study topology changes in renovation alternatives have been analysed. Often, there
are many parallel options for the distribution system operator (DSO) to carry out the
renovation, such as transfer old overhead lines to roadsides, cable them underground or just to
replace old poles with new ones. Renovation strategies require guidelines for the disconnector
placing, selecting the switching scheme and preferred line routing that result in the favourable
network topology. Determination of the most profitable renovation strategy and the matching
network topology is a result of careful planning process. In the best case, DSO can provide
better service with less money. The state of the network that is constructed within past
decades is probably not optimal. The lines may locate in the wrong places considering today’s
needs that provides an opportunity to construct a network that requires less capital because of
shorter line routes and cost-efficiency in the construction methods. Vulnerability on
interruptions can be minimised by the renovation, which also decreases the interruption costs.
Table 1 describes the differences in reliability between bare overhead line and underground
cable networks. It clarifies that faults in underground network are rarer compared with
overhead line faults.
Restoration time between the strategies is equal in both network types even the repair times
vary significantly from each others. In the overhead line network the supply restoration time
is approximately the repair time, while in the underground cable network the short supply
restoration time can be achieved with good restoration planning and reserve power
arrangements, such as, reserve power generators or movable reserve power cables.
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Table 1. Typical fault rates and other interruption characteristics for bare overhead lines
(OHL) and underground cables (UGC) in the medium-voltage network.
Permanent faults
Momentary interruptions
Supply restoration time
Sensitivity to major storms

5.1

OHL network
7 faults / 100 km,a
~30 fault / 100 km,a
few hours / interruption
high

UGC network
1 fault / 100 km,a
no momentary interruptions
few hours / interruption
very low

Network information

An actual network is used to illustrate the importance of network analysis. The utilised
network contains six rural area feeders that are mainly constructed of bare overhead lines. The
lines are mainly located to forests that bring challenges to reliability. Table 2 presents the
information of the considered distribution network excluding the line data of LV network.
The data point that analysed network is large while the loads are low. The share of branches is
quite high that means 40% of the total line length. In addition, most of the branches are light
loaded that provides an opportunity to replace them by low-voltage technologies such as 1000
VAC or 1000 VDC system.
Table 2. Key figures of the studied network area.
Six MV feeders: Peak powers from 0.5 MW to 3.5 MW
Line lengths in the MV network:
Overhead lines
Covered conductors
Underground cables
Total
Length of branch lines
Average age of the network
Amount of customers
Total annual delivered energy
Share of delivered energy
Households
Agriculture
Industry
Public
Services

33 years
2300
19 GWh/a
66%
13%
5%
12%
4%

Secondary substations (20/0.4 kV)
Remote-controlled line disconnectors
Manual controlled line disconnectors

5.2

557 km
1 km
3 km
561 km
236 km

390
23
270

Network strategies and calculations

Evaluation of topology changes have been approached by considering different renovation
strategies in the case network. Possible topology changes have been included in the chosen
renovation schemes. Table 3 presents the considered renovation strategies. Strategy 1
represents basic renovation that only renovates the poles and transformers of the existing MV
line routes. Strategy 2 utilises network automation and installs reclosers in the network to the
places where the savings in the outage costs are bigger than the costs at the same time while
the old MV poles are replaced with new ones. Strategy 3 implements 1000 V low-voltage
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distribution lines into low loaded MV branches and at the same time renovates MV poles in
the rest part of the network. Strategy 4 is underground cabling that has the most significant
effect on the network. It partly changes places of the line routes so that the installation would
be reasonable, and also, significant part of the branch lines is removed from network
topology. For instance, the line routes lying in the forest are transferred to roadsides. Strategy
5 is transition of the overhead line to roadside. It changes the topology of existing network so
that old overhead lines that locate inside forests are reconstructed to roadside where they are
less exposed to faults and also easier to reach and repair.
Table 3. Influences of considered renovation strategies
Strategy

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

Change in
topology
Pole renovation (OHL)
Installation of reclosers (OHL)
Renovation of branch lines,
+
1000 V (OHL)
Underground cabling
+++
Transition to roadside (OHL)
++

Development of
supply availability
+
++
+++
++

Figure 7 presents the effects of considered renovation strategies in percentages on reliability
and the sum of investments in the strategies. Pole renovation is the reference level (100%) for
the other strategies, because the network topology remains same as it is now providing small
investment costs. Hereby, the investment costs of other strategies are over 100% and
reliability numbers are lower than 100%. The highest investments are caused by underground
cabling that causes over three times higher costs than pole renovation. However, the number
of interruptions is mostly reduced in underground cabling strategy. For instance, both SAIFI
and SAIDI are reduced by 75% compared with strategy 1 (pole renovation). This supports the
idea that best results in reliability are achieved when the network topology is renewed that is
the situation with underground cabling and transition to roadside. In the study investments
include the values of line and secondary substation renovation.
350 %
Investments

325 %

SAIFI
300 %

SAIDI

175 %
150 %
125 %
100 %
75 %
50 %
25 %
0%
Pole renovation

Installation of
reclosers

1000V

Underground cabling Transition to roadside

Figure 7. Effect of different renovation strategies on network investments within the lifetime
of the network and reliability indices after the renovation is completed.

5.3

Overhead line topology

The alternatives to keep the network topology are to invest in network automation,
disconnecting devices and in some cases to improve reserve power arrangements to guarantee
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the supply availability during serious outages. This way reliability can even be improved and
old bare overhead line network can be renovated slowly changing the poles or partly
constructing new overhead line using covered conductors keeping the existing topology. The
installation of network automation reduces the influences of outages on customers quickly.
Often this provides considerable improvement in interruption characteristics. Nevertheless,
the installation of automation does not effect on the absolute fault number but the influential
region.
5.4

Considerable changes in topology

Needs of topology changes come from existing network topology. The existing line routes
define the basis of renovation that is completely dependent on the history of network. For
instance, in the case network the line routes locate often inside forests and, thus, away from
the roadsides that is a direct incentive to carry out changes in the network topology.

5.4.1
Branch line renovation by 1000 V technology
Renovation of branches in the MV network topology has a significant effect on distribution
reliability. Replacement of existing MV branches with 1000 V low-voltage lines can be
efficient way to improve distribution reliability and also to decrease the costs of the network.
This renovation method decreases the absolute number of the faults and therefore the fault
repair costs decrease, and thus, also the outage costs are decreased. Figure 8 illustrates the
techno-economic potential of 1000 V technology in the case network. It shows that most of
the MV branch lines can be replaced with 1000 V light technology. If all the feasible branches
are renovated, reliability indices SAIFI and SAIDI are almost halved even the investments
stay in moderate level. Because of the effectiveness of utilisation of 1000 V distribution
technology, it provides a good chance to be used in co-operation with underground cabling
and transition of the network to roadside that can decrease the capital costs of significantly,
especially in the case where the other part of the network is cabled underground.
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Figure 8. Profitability of 1000V technology for branch line targets in the case network.
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5.4.2
Implementing of underground cables
Underground cabling has the most significant effect on the network topology. Often the
network has to be re-planned completely, because it is not possible to construct the
underground network in the forest where the installation circumstances are difficult, and also,
the maintenance of line path is challenging. The amount of disconnectors increases, because
the network has to be split in smaller sections due to ensuring the fast power restoration
during outage for each customer. In the case network the number of disconnectors increases
by 71% from 270 to 461 when disconnector is added after each secondary substation. In
addition, small investments have to be focused on reserve power arrangements, but the share
of total costs of underground cabling is low. High material and installation costs mean that
costs of underground cabling are significantly higher than costs of other strategies, which can
be observed in Figure 7. However, if the goal of the distribution system operator is to improve
supply availability, underground cabling provides the best result.
In the underground cable networks radial branch lines constitute a risk for long interruption in
the cases when the cable is damaged. In these cases long interruption can b avoided by using a
temporary reserve power cable that can be used to replace the faulted cable or a reserve power
aggregate that can be used to supply the customers of the interrupted network sections behind
the faulted line.

5.5

Effect of network topology on risk assessment to experience long interruptions

The effects of considered renovation strategies on risk assessment of long interruptions are
different, because the nature of the renovation is completely different between the strategies.
General interruption indices such as SAIFI and SAIDI provide good information of the
condition of the network in general, but they do not give any estimate of the performance at
the customer level. For instance, reliability number SAIDI do not indicate, how often
cumulative interruption time exceeds 4 hour time. A stochastic analysis provides useful
information on the risk assessment. In the stochastic consideration the performance of the
network can be analysed from the perspective of worst behaving network sections. This way,
the customers experiencing long interruptions can be located, and thus, the effect of
considered strategies can be evaluated, for instance, on annual interruption time.
Figure 9 presents cumulative annual interruption time of the secondary substations of the
considered network with 25% exceeding probability in each renovation strategies. This means
that 25% of the years exceed the addressed interruption time. The results show that pole
renovation and installation of reclosers provide same interruption numbers for the worst
behaving substations. It indicates that the installation of reclosers do not improve the situation
of the customers who are the longest time without electricity. Utilisation of 1000 V
technology for branch line renovation provides almost equal effect on reliability with the
strategy transition to roadside and the most significant effect on reliability considering the
worst behaving substations is got using underground cabling that is approximately 1/3 of the
interruption time of pole renovated network.
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Figure 9. Interruption time of the customers of secondary substations with exceeding
probability 25% in the considered distribution network.

5.6

Discussion

Higher requirements for distribution reliability force distribution system operators (DSOs) to
assess the state of the network. DSOs have possibilities to renovate the network with different
strategies, and some of these have been studied. Some of the strategies provide a good
upgrade for the network and the costs between the strategies vary significantly that also is
shown in the study. However, if the DSOs are obliged to improve reliability in a certain level,
the costs may not be in dominating position. Also, the risk assessment of the different
network structures shows that in the traditional network types the risk to experience long
disturbances is significantly higher compared with strategies where the faults occur less and
fault repair is easier. Thus, the topology of the network will probably change, when the
network is renovated, if the supply security plays a key role.

6

CONCLUSIONS

In the future network topology depends highly on utilised network structure. Nowadays
networks contain often line structures from early days of electricity distribution that can be
seen in the topology. Thus, there is a large demand to renew the network and at the same time
to restructure the topology of the network. However, the need of the renovation does not
define itself the majority of topology change. The changes in topology may remain small, if
the distribution system operator decides to focus on pole changing renovation and its
derivative strategies such as increase of automation in the present network. However, if
significant positive effects on reliability are needed, existing overhead line network topology
do not provide good basis for the development of reliability.
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Underground cabling influences considerably on the topology. Often the density of
disconnection devices has to be increased so that power restoration is managed during outage.
In addition, reserve power generators may play key role in the underground cable networks to
ensure the supply security during the fault. With good preparation the underground network is
the best solution to reduce customers risk to experience long disturbances. Furthermore,
reserve power solutions would be good to assess and study in the near future.
Another alternative, that partly changes topology, is renovation of branch lines with 1000 V
technology. It can be used to replace low loaded medium-voltage branch lines. It decreases
the number of the faults, because usually overhead branch lines are vulnerable to faults. This
provides better reliability for the customers in the MV network and also for the customers in
the 1000 V network.
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